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Abstract. Stable Diffusion (SD) has demonstrated remarkable perfor-
mance in the realm of text2image generation. Furthermore, by append-
ing additional conditions, such as the canny edge image, depth map
and pose skeleton, can impose supplementary constraints on the gen-
erated images. Nevertheless, these conditions could render the model
susceptible to subtle backdoor attacks. In this paper, we propose a back-
door attack method involving a hybrid injection strategy, which includes
the first use of adversarial adjustments to text encoders and the first
use of multi-dimensional composite triggers. Attackers can backdoor the
ControlNet to generate various images they expected by injecting back-
doors into the additional conditions and text prompts. In comparison
to existing methods, the experimental results shows our approach has
greater levels of secrecy and semantic robustness. In the ablation study,
we investigated the impact of using different dimension triggers and non-
Adversarial text encoder on the evaluation metrics. Our code is available
at https://github.com/paoche11/ControlNetBackdoor.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background and applications of Stable Diffusion and
ControlNet models

Stable Diffusion(SD) model has achieved outstanding performance in the yield of
text-to-image generation. After a series of denoising process, models can generate
high-quality images from textual descriptions [1] [2].By capturing image and
text features, SD models demonstrate remarkable ability to infer latent features
from the training dataset. As research on the SD model continues to progress,
ControlNet are proposed to solve the problem of randomness in the pictures of
generated by SD models [3].

By utilizing additional conditions, the ControlNet model is capable of gener-
ating images that meet the corresponding details. For example, specific Canny

https://github.com/paoche11/ControlNetBackdoor
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images, human poses, and depth maps. Some of these applications have achieved
significant success, such as series of DALLE [4] [5] and MidJounery[6]. Today,
ControlNet models are being applied across various industries to help researchers
solve problems.

1.2 Security challenges and concerns in SD models

In the process of generating images using SD models, many security issues re-
main unexplored[7][8], potentially leading to uncharted threats in real-world
scenarios[9]. If applications fail to adequately address these threats, it could re-
sult in numerous unforeseen consequences, including privacy breaches[10], copy-
right infringements[11], and disputes over sensitive issues[12]. One of the most
detrimental attacks is the backdoor attack[13]. Backdoor attacks enable attack-
ers to embed covert triggers within the input conditions while preserving the
original performance of the model. When these triggers are activated, the model
is manipulated to produce predetermined outputs, which can include specific
patterns, infringing content, violent material, or explicit content.

Due to the inherent opacity of SD models and the covert nature of backdoor
attacks, detecting the presence of such attacks in a deployed model is exceed-
ingly challenging for users. Attackers can manipulate the model to generate pre-
determined content without detection. Furthermore, when applications utilize
a compromised model for decision-making, attackers can influence the decision
outcomes by controlling the model’s outputs, potentially resulting in unforeseen
consequences[8][12][14].

Fig. 1: Our CCBA method on ControlNet models, which can make the target
model generate any output images that attackers desire.
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1.3 Limitation of current works of backdoor attacks

Currently, backdoor attacks on SD models are focused on the text-to-image gen-
eration domain[7][10][12][15]. However, as the application of SD models broadens,
increasing numbers of scenarios necessitate additional conditions for the gener-
ated images[3][16]. To date, research on backdoor attacks targeting SD models
utilizing ControlNet remains unexplored. Moreover, most studies on backdoor
attacks on SD models employ triggers by embedding specific patterns in images
or inserting specially encoded characters in text[17][18]. These studies often ne-
glect the covert nature of the triggers and can be easily detected by defensive
measures.

Concerning these existing limitations, we introduce the CCBA (Control Con-
trolNet Backdoor Attack) method. This approach enables attackers to manipu-
late the model’s output by utilizing a combination of multiple triggers, such as
text triggers, image triggers, and ControlNet triggers. Additionally, by adver-
sarially adjusting the text encoder, our method preserves the model’s original
performance while allowing any text, including semantically similar phrases, to
serve as backdoor triggers. In summary, our contributions are threefold:

• We propose the CCBA (Control ControlNet Backdoor Attack) method,
which is the first method of backdoor attacks on ControlNet models. This
method is pioneering and lays the foundation for future research on backdoor
attacks with additional control conditions.

• We introduce an adversarial optimization method of the text encoder for
the first time, enabling the use of arbitrary text and ensuring a high level
of stealth for the attacks. This approach allows semantically similar phrases
to serve as backdoor triggers while maintaining the model’s original perfor-
mance.

• We are the first to employ combinatorial triggers in backdoor attacks and
have analyzed the differences in efficacy between using single trigger and
combinatorial triggers. Moreover, we have extended the targets of backdoor
attacks to not only generate specific images and content but also to produce
embedded images and representations of specific individuals or objects.

2 Related Work

2.1 Stable Diffusion and ControlNet

Stable Diffusion models (SD) are a type of generative model that learn the un-
derlying data distributions from training datasets. These models utilize textual
guidance to generate high-quality images, achieving impressive results in im-
age synthesis tasks[19][20][21][22][23]. Recently, an increasing number of studies
have utilized SD models to generate required images in various fields, including
medicine[24], geology[25], and automotive[26] industries. However, the inherent
uncertainty of diffusion models makes it difficult to control the generation of
images to meet specific nuanced requirements using text alone, particularly for
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elements such as specific actions, outlines, or facial features[27][28][29]. There-
fore, ControlNet was proposed to impose additional constraints on the images
generated by SD models. ControlNet uses additional control conditions to con-
strain the final image generation of diffusion models[30][31][32]. For example,
it can take a canny images or depth images as additional input control con-
ditions, ensuring that the final generated image aligns with the input control
conditions[33][34][35][36].

2.2 Backdoor Attacks on Stable Diffusion models

In recent years, backdoor attacks have become a significant concern in the se-
curity research of generative models. In threat scenarios, attackers modify the
model’s training process to implant pre-set triggers into the model, enabling
them to control the model’s output. When a victim uses a model compromised
by a backdoor attack, it is challenging to detect any anomalies. The model only
exhibits the malicious behavior when the attacker activates the backdoor using
the trigger[7][8][12][14][17][37][38].

In backdoor attacks on SD models, attackers use the compromised model to
generate images they wanted. Chen et al. proposed inserting special patches into
the input images of DDPM and DDIM models as triggers to guide the models to
generate specific patterns[39], Zhai et al. proposed a method of data poisoning,
using different visual representations such as pixels and objects as triggers for
backdoor attacks[40]. Jin et al. proposed a method of inserting specially encoded
characters into the text input of SD models by replacing orginal characters, using
these encoded characters as triggers to control the model’s output[17].

Existing research has demonstrated the effectiveness of various backdoor at-
tacks in diffusion models and has revealed the potential of different attack and
defense methods in SD models[41]. Our research will build upon previous work in
this area, exploring new methods and addressing the limitations of prior studies.

2.3 The Dimensions of Triggers in Backdoor Attacks

The configuration of triggers is often one of the most critical aspects of backdoor
attacks. Different trigger setups directly affect the stealthiness and effectiveness
of the attack. Generally, when the trigger is an explicit representation at the
image level, the attack tends to be less stealthy but more effective. Conversely,
when the trigger is a representation in the latent space, the attack is typically
more covert but less effective[39][42].

Up to now, nearly all research has concentrated on using single triggers,
such as text triggers or image triggers in backdoor attacks. No studies have yet
investigated whether multi-dimensional composite triggers could enhance the
efficacy of backdoor attacks. ControlNet provides an excellent opportunity to
explore the impact of multi-dimensional triggers on the stealthiness and success
rate of backdoor attacks.
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Fig. 2: In existing works, attackers only use a single trigger to activate the back-
door in SD models. In our method, attackers are allowed to use multi-dimensional
trigger combinations to backdoor models.

3 Method

3.1 Threat model of Backdoor Attacks

In the threat model of backdoor attacks, attackers typically achieve backdoor
implantation in a target model through two different methods:

Data poisoning Attackers employ data poisoning by injecting carefully crafted
data into the network , but attackers may not necessarily have knowledge of the
model’s internal structure. When poisoned data is collected and merged with
other data to form a dataset, it compromises the dataset’s healthy. If the pro-
portion of poisoned data reaches a certain threshold within the overall dataset,
the target model becomes vulnerable to a successful backdoor attack during its
training or fine-tuning process.[43].

Impacting the training process In this scenario, attackers can directly in-
volved in the training process of the target model and can incorporate arbitrary
content as training data, which allowing attackers not only to influence the train-
ing process ,but also to gain insights into the model’s internal structure and
parameter information. Consequently, attackers can tailor the poisoned data to
optimize the effectiveness of the attack. For example, using adversarial training
or trigger hiding techniques[44].
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Table 1: Compared to existing methods, our approach supports multi-
dimensional trigger inputs to activate backdoors.
Trigger Dimension CCBA TrojDiff RickingRoll BadDiffusion

Input Image

Text Prompt

ControlNet Image

3.2 Preliminary on Diffusion Models

A diffusion model M consists of a forward noise-adding process and a reverse
denoising process, where the reverse process functions as a Markov chain, depen-
dent only on the state of the previous time step[1][45][46]. In the forward process,
the scheduler randomly chooses a time-step t ∈ {1, . . . , T} and repeatedly adds
standard Gaussian noise n ∼ N (0, I) t times to the original data distribution,
where the noise addition process follows the formula:

q(xt|xt−1) = N (xt;
√

1− βtxt−1, βtI ) (1)

Where βt is a predetermined hyperparameter, by definition αt = 1 − βt, αt =∏T
t=1 αt, we can conclude:

q(xt|x0) = N (xt;
√
αtx0, (1− αt)I ) (2)

Through the forward noise-adding process, noisy images are generated to input
into the diffusion model, allowing the model to learn the noise n at time step
t . Ultimately, this process yields the learnable parameters θ of the model. Next,
we can generate the image through the reverse denoising process, as described
by the following equation:

pθ(xt−1|xt) = N (xt−1; µ̃t(xt;x0), βtI ) (3)

Where µ̃t can be calculated by equation:

µ̃t(xt;x0) =
1√
αt

(xt(x0; ϵ)−
βt√
1− αt

ϵ) (4)

xt(x0; ϵ) =
√
αtx0 +

√
1− αtϵ, ϵ ∼ N(0, I ) (5)

Throughout the training process, the parameters θ are iteratively optimized by
adhering to the following loss function:

Lmodel = Et,x0,ϵ[||ϵ− ϵθ(
√
αtx0 +

√
1− αtϵ, t)||2] (6)

With the continuous research and development of diffusion models, the Stable
Diffusion (SD) models was proposed[2]. The SD model can reconstruct the origi-
nal data distribution from noise and incorporate prompts p during the generation
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process to guide the diffusion effectively. The process of a SD model M can be
expressed as:

x = Mθ(p,n, t) (7)
In this equation, x represents the final output image of the model. However, the
images generated by the SD model x lack fine-grained control, such as specific
poses, depths, or edges. ControlNet was introduced to address these problems[3].
The image generation process of an SD model M incorporating ControlNet can
be described as follows:

x = Mθ(p,n, c, t) (8)
Where c ∈ {c0, c1, . . . , cn} represents additional conditions input. Furthermore,
at this point, the forward diffusion process of the model is controlled by addi-
tional conditions, and the loss function L can be expressed as:

Lmodel = Et,x0,c,p,ϵ[||ϵ− ϵθ(t, x0, c, p)||2] (9)

3.3 Adversarial Optimization about Backdoor Attacks

In research pertaining to backdoor attacks, adversarial optimizations are criti-
cally linked to both the effectiveness and the stealthiness of the attack. When
attackers have the capability to directly modify the training process, they can
employ adversarial optimizations to train the model, ensuring that the backdoor
injection minimally impacts the original functionality of the model[44][47]. In our
method, we firstly utilize adversarial adjustments during the text encoder train-
ing. This approach ensures that the semantic meaning of a text trigger pt(e.g."a
kitty") closely aligns with a pre-set phrase ps (e.g."a dog"), while maintaining
the original semantic meaning of the phrase po(e.g."a cat"). Adversarial opti-
mizations can be simply described as:

Lstealthiness = ||Eteacher(po)− Ebackdoor(pt)||2 (10)

Lutility = ||Eteacher(po)− Ebackdoor(po)||2 (11)
In these equations, L denotes the loss function, and E represents the text en-
coder(e.g.CLIP). where Eteacher represents a benign model[48], while Ebackdoor

represents our text encoder with the backdoor injected. By setting additional
parameters λ, the loss function of the model is balanced during the training
process:

Ltextencoder =

{
Lstealthiness Normal optimization
λ1Lstealthiness + λ2Lutility Adversarial optimization

(12)

In our study, we found that when λ1 = 0.7 and λ2 = 0.3, the model retains the
highest utility while successfully embedding the backdoor. In the above equa-
tions, the loss function L is the negative reciprocal of the cosine similarity of the
encoded text vectors, which can be expressed as:

L = − 1

CosSim(E(p1), E(p2))
(13)
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Fig. 3: Shows our proposed method, the optimizations on text encoder and the
data poisoning strategy. Finally, the model exhibits a shift in its data distribution
when the backdoor is activated.

3.4 Backdoor Training

In the backdoor training phase, we manipulate the dataset Db and the text
encoder Eb to transform a clean ControlNet SD model Mc into a backdoor-
injected model Mb. In our CCBA(Control ControlNet Backdoor Attack) method,
the backdoor attack on a benign model Mc consists of the following two attack
phases:

Adversarial optimization on text encoder We employ the aforementioned
method A of optimizing the benign text encoder Ebenign , making Ebenign sensi-
tive to our trigger phrases while preserving the semantics of the original phrases.
We can finally obtain the backdoored text encoder Ebackdoor:

Ebackdoor = A(Eteacher,Ebenign, po, pt) (14)

Injecting backdoor into training dataset In the backdoor training of the
ControlNet model, we utilized a hybrid backdoor injection strategy, injecting
a certain proportion of poisoned data into the normal fine-tuning process and
employing different dimensions of triggers gc, gi, gp:

Additional condition triggers on ControlNet We used an image trigger injection
function Fc, injecting a trigger gc into the condition images c of the poisoned
data:

cb = Fc(c, gc) (15)

Visible triggers on input image We used an image trigger manipulation function
Fi to insert a visible trigger gi (such as a special pattern) into the images input i
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to the model. This approach ensures that when the model undertakes the image-
to-image task, its output is influenced by the embedded trigger. The injecting
process can be expressed as:

ib = Fi(i, gi) (16)

Prompt triggers in image captions After adjusting the text encoder, we used
a prompt manipulation function Fp to replace or insert the prompts from the
previous adjustment into the poisoned training data.

pb = Fp(p, gp) (17)

Finally, we obtained a dataset Db that is different from the ordinary training
data Dc and has been injected with poisoned data. Using a tuple T to represent
the training data of a model M .

Dc = Tuple(cc, ic, pc) (18)

Db = Tuple(cb, ib, pb) (19)

By employing a hybrid injection strategy, mixing a certain proportion λ of poi-
soned data into the clean data (λ typically set at 0.05). This approach ensures
that the model retains its original utility while remaining sensitive to triggers of
different dimensions. The entire training dataset can be represented as:

Dtraining = (1− λ)Dc + λDb (20)

3.5 Evaluation Metrics

To ascertain the efficacy of our method, we evaluated the CCBA approach from
three distinct perspectives: effectiveness, stealthiness, and its impact on the orig-
inal model. Furthermore, in subsequent ablation studies, we analyzed the differ-
ences between employing only one trigger or using non-adversarial text encoder
compared to the standard baseline method.

Attack success rate The attack success rate (ASR) indicates the probability
that a backdoored model generates the attacker’s desired image when given a
poisoned input containing triggers[49]. In our research, we input 1000 sets of
toxic data into the model and count the number of successful backdoor attacks.
The calculation of ASR for N poisoned inputs can be expressed as:

ASR =
1

N

N∑
i=1

C(Mb(D
(i)
b , t)) (21)

Where t represents the denoising time step executed by the model, and C rep-
resents a classifier that can distinguish which generated patterns indicate a suc-
cessful backdoor attack.
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FID score The Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) score measures the similarity
between the data distribution learned by the model from the training images and
the original training data distribution[50]. A lower FID score indicates a closer
match between the generated images and the original training data distribution.
Therefore, the FID score serves as an indicator of the effectiveness of a backdoor
attack. A smaller difference in FID scores between a model trained on a poisoned
dataset and one trained on a clean dataset suggests a higher stealthiness of the
backdoor attack. We use an stealthiness function SL to represent the loss of
utility in the model following a backdoor attack, which can be expressed as:

SL =
FID(Mb)

FID(Mc)
− 1 (22)

Trigger stealthiness The stealthiness of triggers is a critical metric for evaluating
the effectiveness of a backdoor attack. In our study, we utilize multi-dimensional
triggers, necessitating different evaluation metrics for image and text triggers.
For image triggers (including input images and ControlNet condition images),
we employ Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS)[51] to assess
the similarity IS between images before and after trigger injection. For text
triggers, we use the CLIP text encoder[48] and a similarity function to evaluate
the semantic similarity TS between prompts:

ISI =
1

N

N∑
i=1

LPIPS(i(i)c , i
(i)
b ) (23)

ISC =
1

N

N∑
i=1

LPIPS(c(i)c , c
(i)
b ) (24)

TS =
1

N

N∑
i=1

CosSim(CLIP (p(i)c ), CLIP (p
(i)
b )) (25)

4 Experiments

4.1 Attack Performance and Implementation details

In this section, We applied our method on two standard datasets, including a
pixel art dataset[52] and a cat dataset[53]. Then we evaluated the attack per-
formance of our CCBA approach, including the ASR, SL, ISI, ISC, and TS. In
the pixel art dataset(2,0000 pixel art images), we applied our method to gener-
ate an embedded image patch (e.g. a cartoon bee), and in cat dataset(5,000 cat
images), the model will generate an image similar(a dog) to the original training
data(a cat).
Table.2 demonstrates the effectiveness of our method, maintaining high ASR
while preserving the stealthiness of the backdoor attack. Moreover, using our
CCBA method, the FID score loss leads in the research of backdoor attacks
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Table 2: Performance of backdoor attacks under different models

Dataset Trigger Word Condition Type ASR SL ISI ISC TS

Pixel pixlated image canny image 0.976 0.469 0.804 0.097 0.682

Cat kitty depth map 0.969 0.047 0.024 0.033 0.941

Fig. 4: Attack performance on pixel art and cat dataset

on diffusion models, and the selection of text triggers exhibits a high degree of
semantic stealth.

Experimental results demonstrate that our CCBA method exhibits outstand-
ing effectiveness in backdoor attacks. The quality of the generated images and the
stealthiness of the triggers significantly surpass those of existing attack methods.

Table. 1 compares the CCBA method with other existing approaches across
different trigger dimensions. By combining triggers in the input dimension, the
CCBA method achieves superior backdoor stealth and maintains sensitivity to
the combined triggers, all without significantly compromising the model’s per-
formance.

Table 3: Performance of backdoor attacks which used single trigger.
Dataset Prompt Condition ASR Change

Pixel 0.761 0.215 ↓
Pixel 0.642 0.334 ↓
Cat 0.162 0.807 ↓
Cat 0.155 0.814 ↓
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4.2 Ablation Study

To show the superiority of our strategy, we will discuss the impact of differ-
ent backdoor injection strategies on the performance of ControlNet backdoor
attacks, including using a single trigger and applying non-adversarial optimiza-
tions on text encoder.

Single trigger We used only one of the following: text trigger or conditional
image trigger, and observing changes of the ASR under these conditions. The
experiment result Table.2 and Table.3 demonstrated that our CCBA method
significantly improves the attack success rate when using multi-dimensional trig-
gers.

Non-adversarial optimizations Without adversarial optimizations in text en-
coder, we evaluated the deviation curve of the original phrase’s semantics. The
results Fig.5 and Fig.6 indicate that if the text encoder is not adversarially
optimizated, which may impacting the semantics of the original phrase.

Fig. 5: Traditional text injection
methods result in a significant loss
of the original word embeddings,
thereby compromising the model’s
utility.

Fig. 6: Our CCBA method uses ad-
versarial adjustments to ensure that
text triggers don’t affect the original
semantics, which minimizes harm to
the model.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed: (1)Our Control ControlNet Backdoor Attack(CCBA)
method designed for conducting backdoor attacks on stable diffusion models ap-
pended to ControlNet, which is the first method for conducting backdoor at-
tacks on ControlNet. Our method capitalized high ASR and FID scores on two
different datasets, demonstrating its high utility and stealthiness. (2)Unlike tra-
ditional single triggers, we firstly use multi-dimensional triggers and adversarial
optimization on text encoder, which are capable of using semantically related
phrases as backdoor triggers and preserving the original semantics. And (3)In
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ablation study, we studied the impact of different dimensional triggers on the
effectiveness of backdoor attacks and the superiority of adversarial optimization.

Our research broadens the perspective for future studies on backdoor attacks
and provides new insights for the security research of generative models. In the
future study, we will continue to improve our attack methods, such as enhancing
the concealment of injecting malicious data and using more stealthy triggers to
activate the backdoor, hoping to aid future research on the security of text-to-
image models.
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